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ABSTRACT

Cybersecurity breaches cause enormous harm to the safety, privacy, and prosperity of individuals and organizations. Many security breaches occur due to people not following security regulations such as applying software patches, updating software applications, and so on. We term these regulations as cybersecurity hygiene. This paper investigates different sanctioning mechanisms with respect to the success in establishing these regulations for cybersecurity hygiene. Our findings have implications for workforce training to promote cybersecurity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Organizations have created security regulations to promote cybersecurity hygiene but compliance with regulation is rarely adequate and security breaches continue to occur. Singh [7] points out the importance of cybersecurity as an application domain for multiagent systems (MAS), especially in light of modeling human behavior. Normative MAS provide an appropriate way of thinking about challenges such as Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) [3] because the actions or nonactions (e.g., carelessness) of one user can affect the outcomes for other users. In essence, the science of security must include considerations of cybersecurity hygiene, the theoretical foundations of which can be based on norms. Sanctions [4] provide a recognized means to promote establishment of norms but have not been studied in connection with cybersecurity.

We motivate three main varieties of sanctioning mechanisms, specifically, group, individual, and peer sanctions. Individual sanction is where the person who failed to comply with the regulation is sanctioned. Group sanction is where every member of the group is sanctioned when a subset of the group has failed to comply with the regulation. Peer sanction is when a member of the group, sanctions another member of the group for not following the regulations. Individual and group sanctions are applied by an administrator, a designated party who has the responsibility of monitoring and sanctioning, and peer sanctions are applied by users.

We empirically investigate the effects of these sanctioning mechanisms in promoting compliance with cybersecurity regulations as well as the detrimental effect of sanctions on the ability of users to complete their work. We do so by developing a game that emulates the decision making of workers in a research lab.

Contributions. To this end, we investigate how sanctions can promote cybersecurity hygiene. Specifically, we investigate two research questions in reference to the above-mentioned types of sanctions: group, individual, and peer.

- How effectively does a sanction type lead to improved cybersecurity hygiene?
- How detrimental is a sanction type to user productivity?

Approach and findings in brief. We develop a game to simulate a real-life work setting, such as a corporate office in which workers complete assigned tasks while using computers. Each player assumes the role of an office worker. Each player is challenged to complete assigned tasks (captured as points earned) along with maintaining the security of his or her computer. Failure to complete the security tasks may attract sanctions, causing loss in points earned or loss in opportunity to earn points.

We conduct several experiments in this setting. We find that workers complete more tasks and are sanctioned less often under individual sanctions than under group sanctions.

Individual and group sanctions are applied by an administrator, a designated party who has the responsibility of monitoring and sanctioning, and peer sanctions are applied by the users.

2 THE GAME MODEL

A norm characterizes sound or normal interactions among the participants of a social group, reflecting their mutual expectations from the system [6]. The administrator expects each worker to be security compliant all the time in addition to completing his or her project tasks. An agent can learn about the norms by experiencing sanctions or observing sanctions being applied on others [1, 2, 5].

To investigate the effect of the sanctioning to humans’ security-related behavior, we model a multiagent system comprising agents who play the worker and manager roles.

The secure multiagent system model \( O = \{A, C, M, E\} \) contains four components: \( A \) is a set of workers who perform their project tasks, security-related tasks and can sanction other workers. \( C \) represents a PC that is owned by the worker. \( M \) is the unique
manager in charge of the system, and environment \( E \) is everything besides the previous three entities, including the attackers.

Workers complete their productivity task while maintaining the security of the PC. Workers have to choose between completing their project tasks and security tasks. In the absence of a sanctioning mechanism, they lack the motivation to complete security tasks. The manager is the central administrator responsible for maintaining the security of the system. The manager observes the security of all PCs and sanctions workers in the system who are not security compliant. We do not consider positive sanctions but employ negative sanctions as a consequence of not being security compliant. Outside of the system, there are potential attackers. They attack the system with the goal of compromising the PCs in the system.

Each PC in the system is associated with a worker and is in one of the three states: safe, vulnerable, and unusable. Initially, every PC is in the safe state. Failure to complete a security task on time by the worker owning the PC moves the PC to the vulnerable state. An external attack on a vulnerable PC makes it unusable. The worker owning the PC must complete the security task to transition an unusable or vulnerable PC back to safe state.

Each worker has a state—compliant or noncompliant. A worker is compliant only when his or her PC is in safe state.

3 GAME DESIGN

To investigate how our model fits into real life situation, we designed a web-based game as shown in Figure 1, following the model.

![Game screenshot showing its five parts.](image)

The game has three tasks: \( T_{\text{blue}} \), \( T_{\text{red}} \) and \( T_{\text{yellow}} \). The tasks can be completed by clicking the tiles in Part 1. Each task has a corresponding immunity and capability, as shown in Part 2 and Part 3, respectively. The game is divided into 40 rounds. Each player takes a turn in every round. There can be an attack at the beginning of a round. After an attack all the players lose the corresponding immunity. If the immunity is already lost, players lose the corresponding capability. Losing a capability means that player won’t be able to complete the corresponding task.

To gain back the immunity, the player has to complete the immunity task by clicking on tiles in Part 2. Completing an immunity task and a regular task (Part 1 tasks) both takes a single round, but no point is awarded for completing immunity task.

There is a built in manager in game engine. At the beginning of every round the manager checks the immunity of all players and can sanction them if a player does not have immunity. If a player gets sanctioned, he loses two rounds in the game for each incomplete immunity.

The tasks in Part 1 are equivalent to project tasks in game model, immunity tasks are equivalent to security tasks and manager emulates the central administrator responsible for maintaining security of the system.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We conducted a study on Amazon Mechanical Turk where we asked participants to play our game. Thirty participants participated in the study playing 107 games. The study was approved by our university’s Institutional Review Board. We encouraged and rewarded players to give their best in the game by promising them a bonus based on the score in the game. Participants completed multiple surveys as a part of the study to note their feedback on different sanctioning mechanisms in the game.

Each participant played two games with group sanction and two games with individual sanction in a span of 60 minutes. All the game parameters other than the sanctioning method were kept constant throughout the study in all the games. We recorded every move made by a player and evaluated the data. We test significance via the two-tailed paired \( t \)-test.

After each game we asked the players, on a Likert scale of 1 (not at all influential) to 5 (very influential), how effective was the sanctioning mechanism. 77 percent of participants identified sanctions as a strong factor (4–5) in influencing their decisions.

Players were more compliant—completed more security tasks and were sanctioned less often—under individual than under group sanctions. Player completed more productivity tasks under individual than under group sanctions, indicating that individual sanctions impose a lower cost for achieving compliance.

Under both kinds of sanctions, players once sanctioned took almost the same time to get back to the normal state, indicating equivalent resilience for both sanctioning technique. This result was not statistically significant.

Peer sanctions were more prevalent under group than under individual sanctions. This fact can be explored in further studies to create a self-sustained system that maintains security without an external administrator.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We investigate the effectiveness of group, individual, and peer sanctions in promoting cybersecurity hygiene and improving productivity. We establish that individual sanctions are more effective than group sanctions in enforcing compliance with cybersecurity regulations. Peer sanctions can provide the basis for how a community of workers can self-regulate itself and promote cybersecurity hygiene.
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